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Business building
dedication honors K o ffler
By Judy McNamara
On Friday, November 2, at 4:00
p.m., a ceremony was held in
Koffler Hall in honor o f Mr. and
Mrs. Sol Koffler and family. Mr.
Koffler is the founder and chair
man o f American Tourister
Luggage. Through the Koffler’s
gift of $200,000 to PC, the recon
struction and renovation of
Koffler Hall was made possible,
allowing a Business Department
to come to life.
Guests received an invitation
from the Corporation and faculty,
requesting the honor of their
presence at the dedication. Such
respected figures as Governor J.
Joseph Garrahy, Judge Gionnini,
Judge Pettine, and Rev. Thomas
R. Peterson, O .P ., attended.
Students Congress members
represented the student body at
the dedication.

The Friars Club was there too.
They were posted at Eaton Street
to give directions and also served
as valet parkers. Such tasks as
handing out programs and taking
care o f the guest book were also
endowed upon the Friars.
The dedication commenced
with a witty speech and solemn
thank you to the Kofflers by
Father Peterson. Mr. Sol Koffler
then spoke, expressing his appre
ciation over the bestowing of such
an honor on himself and his entire
family. Dr. Ronald Cerwonka,
chairman of the business depart
ment, presented Koffler with a
photo, depicting Koffler Hall and
a plaque, citing Mr. Koffler as the
honorary chairman of the busi
ness departm ent.
Governor
Garrahy then read a proclamation

V o te r re g istratio n
drive
By Steve Sylvia
This Tuesday, November 13,
the Student Congress, in conjunc
tion with the Rhode Island Board
o f Elections will sponsor a voter
registration drive on campus. All
the members of the Student Asso
ciation o f Rhode Island Colleges
and Universities are taking part in
the drive in order to increase voter
registration among college
students.

Voter apathy among college
students is widespread and this
drive will hopefully increase voter
interest among the PC commu
nity. Kerry Rafanelli, president of
the Student Congress, stated,
“ It’s very important for the
students to register to vote in
Providence because this will give
them a voice in policies that will
be directly affecting them.” He
added, “ It’s our job to provide
this service to the students and
create more awareness on
campus.” By getting as many
students to register as possible,
PC will be down “ on paper” as

from the state of Rhode Island,
pointing out the many years of
service the Kofflers have given to
the state and to Providence
College.
Father Peterson
elegantly closed the ceremony
with a presentation of one dozen
red roses to Mrs. Lillian Koffler.
Guests were invited to the
unveiling o f the dedication
plaque.
The ceremonies con
tinued with an open-house tour of
the building.
The dedication was very special
to the Koffler family and their
guests.
Providence College
reached out to thank two long
time members of the PC family
who have given exceptional
support our College.
Koffler
Hall stands strong and proud,
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Sol and
Lillian Koffler.

having a voice in the community.
The rules for registration are as
follows: Out of state students
must register to vote in Provi
dence and m&y register even if
they are registered in their home
town (this will nullify their
hometown registration). In stat<
students may register to vote ii
either Providence or their home
town or switch their registration
from their hometown to
Providence.
The voter registration will take
place in Slavin Center from 10:30
to 2:30 p.m., from November 13lb. Each evening it will take place
in Raymond Cafe from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m.

A rt d ep artm en t, P ietra sa n ta
ce le b ra te tenth a n n iv e rsa ry
On Saturday, November 3,
1979, the Feast day of St. Martin
de Porres, a memorial Mass, the
blessing o f the St. Martin statue
on campus, and an art exhibit and
buffet, marked the tenth anniver
sary of the founding of the
Department o f Art and Art
History and the Pietrasanta
Summer Study Program at
Pietrasanta, Italy.
The Department of Art and Art
History was formally established
on October 28, 1970. The first
Pietrasanta Program took place
the previous summer of 1970 with
three students in attendance.
While the Pietrasanta Program is
under the direction and supervi
sion o f the Department of Art and
Art History, it also falls under the
control of the Providence-InEurope office which has students
studying at Fribourg, Switzerland,
Coimbra and Lisbon, Portugal,
and now in the Orient. The
Pietrasanta Program is a two
month study program in the fine
arts and the humanities. Located
during the month of July at
Pietrasanta, the heart o f the
marble industry of the world, the
students also study in London,
Paris, Munich, and Rome. 190
students have participated in the
program during the past ten years,
with students coming from all
over the United States. Attend
ance now is primarily from
Providence College. The program
also offers graduate credit in art
history and Renaissance Litera
ture and History. In addition.

there is a full-semester program
now formally approved by the
college.
The festivities began with a
Mass in Aquinas Chapel, cele
brated by Lawrence M. Hunt,
O.P., the founder, first chair
person, and professor of art
history of the Department o f Art
and Art History. Thomas M.
Coskren, O .P ., was homilist for
the occasion. This Mass was
offered in thanksgiving for the
founding of the department and
the Pietrasanta Program and in
memory o f those connected
with the programs who have
passed to their eternal reward:
Marc
Dupre
and
Mary
Bevilacqua, art majors; Thomas
McGlynn, O.P., first professor of
sculpture in the Pietrasanta
Program ,
Papa
Bigi,
of
Pietrasanta, Italy; Terry Hauck
and Carol Meunier, participants
in the Pietrasanta Program.
Following the Mass, and inspite
of the rain, all then gathered
around the St. Martin de Porres
statue, located between Martin
Hall and the library, where
Thom as R. Peterson, O .P .,
president of the College, blessed
the statue of St. Martin and dedi
cated it to the memory of Rev.
Thomas Matthew McGlynn, O.P.
In attendance were two sisters of
Father McGlynn, and his nephew.
Father McGlynn was a former
faculty member of Providence
College who went to Pietrasanta
in 1956 to work as a sculptor. He
spent twenty years there and the

Pietrasanta Program was founded
around him and his studio. The
program continues to use his
studio as its center.
Father
McGlynn’s collection of sculp
tures is now at the college. Three
statues, the St. Martin, the St.
Dominic, and a bust of Pope John
XXIII were given by an
anonymous benefactor to the
Dominican Fathers and Brothers
of the Province o f St. Joseph with
the understanding that they would
be placed on the Providence
College campus. The St. Dominic
statue, located in front of
Dominic Hall, will be dedicated at
a later date to the memory of the
ten girls who died in the tragic fire
at Aquinas Hall.
Father McGlynn received an
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree from Providence College in
1977 in recognition of his creative
achievements, his influence on the
artistic world, and for his part in
the foundation of the Peitrasanta
Program.
Following the blessing of the
statue, the Pietrasanta Program
art exhibit was opened at the Art
Building on the Lower Campus.
The exhibit will run through the
Thanksgiving holidays. Due to
the limited enrollment in the
Pietrasanta Program, and given
the enthusiastic response by the
PC student body, those who are
interested fn the summer of 1980
should contact Fr. McAlister as
soon as possible. He may be
reached at 865-2310 or 2401.
Acceptance is on a first come

Koffler Building (below).

C o n g ress a p p ro v e s
ff Cam pus
R e sid e n c e O rg a n iza tio n
By Joyce Simard
At the Student Congress
meeting on November 4, Kevin
Golden, chairman o f the Legisla
tive Committee, announced that
the Student Congress has
approved the “ off-campus resi
dence organization.”
This
organization will officially
represent off-campus residents.
“ It will provide a unity of purpose
and direction among off-campus
students, advise and educate them
of their legal rights and responsi
bilities and refer them to legal
advisors.”
This organization,
which was initiated by the Life
styles Committee, will also assist
students in finding suitable offcampus housing, a screening of

landlords will be one way in which
they will do this. Kerry Rafanelli,
president of Student Congress,
expressed the need for student
participation in this project.
“ The off-campus residence
organization will only be as
successful as the people who want
to get involved,” he said.
Bob Goudie, chairman o f the
Committee on Administration
sought opinions from Congress on
a possibility o f extending the time
between classes from ten to fifteen
minutes. “ Many students and
faculty members are concerned
that there is not enough time
between classes, especially when
walking from Koffler Hall to
Harkins Hall.” If this extension
does go into effect, class time will
See CONGRESS. Page 3

A scary night in the “ Tunnels" last Wednesday. More photos on Page
6.
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OCRO proposed to aid
off-campus students
At a Student Congress meeting
Sunday night, the establishment
of an Off-Campus Board was
voted on and unanimously sup
ported. The purpose of the board
is to unify the students living off
campus and to alleviate some of
the responsibilities that have
previously been placed on the
Dillon Club.
The move was initiated in
Congress by Eileen Connor, chair
man of the Lifestyles Committee.
Until now, off-campus residents
have been considered commuters.
The Lifestyles Committee saw the
need for a separate organization
for off-campus residents, since
their needs differ from those of
commuters, who are presently
represented by the Dillon Club.
Many off-cam pus residents
encounter problems with neigh
bors, landlords and legal
problems that they can't solve
themselves and they have never
had a separate organization that
could give advice or lend support
in these matters. The Off-Campus
Board will serve as a unified voice
by which off-campus students can
communicate with other students,
administration, and faculty of PC
and with their neighbors and
landlords. It will also advise the
students of their basic legal rights
and responsibilities and. if
necessary, refer students to the

legal counsel provided by the
Student Congress. Attorney Paul
Pisano handles the College’s legal
problems and many students have
contacted him for advice. How
ever, such a large number of
students encounter legal problems
that his office has been over
whelmed with student’s requests
for help. It is believed that many
students' problems can be handled
by the Off-Campus Board, thus
alleviating the burden that has
been placed on Pisano’s office.
The board will also aid students in
finding suitable housing by
providing listings of available
housing, records of previous
tenants, and apartment ratings.

B O G L e c tu re

The establishment of the OffCampus Board must still be
approved by Rev. Francis Duffy,
O.P., vice-president for Student
Services, but Student Congress is
optimistic of this approval.
If all goes according to plan.
Congress expects to hold a
temporary election for officers of
the board sometime in January.
A regular election will be held the
following
September
and
subsequent terms will run from
September to May. The four
officers, chairperson, vice
chairperson, secretary and
treasurer, will be educated in basic
legal problems and will, in turn,
be able to advise off-campus
residents.

Two PC men
a tta ck e d b y six
o th e r stu d en ts
A group of six men attacked
two other men on the Providence
College campus early Saturday
morning, beating one of them
severely, police said.
The victims, Edward B. Flynn
3rd, 20, and Michael C. Harris,
20, both of 26 Lancashire St.,
Providence, said they were

Lioce, te n y e a r Jo u rn a l
v e te r a n sp e a k s to class
By Ned Cummiskey
“ I became involved with news
papers for social reasons.
It
seemed at the time a way to stop
future
Vietnams
from
happening.”
These statements were made by
Tony Lioce, a reporter for the
Providence
Journal,
last
Thursday afternoon during a pre
sentation to seven journalism
students.
Lioce, who has been with the
Journal for ten years, first started
as a copy boy. “ The job of a
reporter is hectic and disorgan
ized, but 1 thrive on it. Its defi
nitely not a nine to five job, and if
your’e the type of person who has
to get up at a certain hour and go
to sleep at a certain hour, then the
life of a reporter isn’t for you,”
said Lioce.
“ I’m payed to sit around and
write about things, which is fun to
me and a lot better than changing
tires for a living.” Lioce believes
that he has called attention to
small injustices, which have sub
sequently been corrected.
Anthony R. Lioce, Jr. was born
in Providence in 1946 and has
lived in Rhode Island for most of
his life. He went to high school in
C ranston and continued his
education at Brown. “ I figured
the computer must have made a
mistake and that’s how I got
accepted, so I thought! should go
and find out what it was like up
there and how those people
thought.”
In explaining why he thought
the 70’s were a time of apathy,
Lioce said that society generally
hasn’t picked up what the 60’s
had. The 70’s don’t share the
idealism of the60’s.”
He went on to say that there
were probably many reasons for
the apathetic feelings of today,
with the assasinations, Kent St.,
<4h«$cwony.:i9qQ’ f t ;x f t f t f t f

Lioce dealt briefly at the end of
the talk with the controversy
about himself and the article that
he wrote last spring about the
Biltmore Hotel. In the article he
said that he ate in one o f the res
taurants there and thought that
the prices were expensive. . Right
after that article, he lost his daily
column in the Journal and was
switched to the Newport desk.
His superiors told him that they
wanted someone who would be
more consistent with the stories in
the column. They wanted nice,
human interest stories. But that’s
not what he wanted to write
about. “ They were probably right
in replacing me, because [hat’s not
how 1 viewed my job,” said Loice.
“ I don’t like to do any one
thing for too long because then it
gets boring.
From what I’ve
heard on the street, I now think
that the Biltmore did play a role in
my change of assignments, but I
don’t think that it was a deep,
dark, corporate conspiracy, but
rather a knee jerk reaction by
middle management, who had
always regarded me as potentially
dangerous.”
Lioce said that he just received
a new job with the Journal. He is
now the music reviewer for the
paper which is something that he
has always wanted to do. “ I’ll
now be writing exclusively about
the music of this area and the
news surrounding it, which I’m
very excited about.”
He said that Providence is a
m ajor market in the music
industry, even bigger than Boston.
I think this area is special in that
wav and will continue tc grow in
that direction. 1would like to be a
part o f that," said Lioce. “ 1 also
like to live in this area. There are
a lot of nicer areas in this country,
San Fransisco, Sante Fe, but he
feels that none have the combina
tions o f good life style and
working conditions as Rhode
t f t i S9&UOGE, Page 3 f t f t

walking through the campus t
about 3 a.m. when their six
assailants, all about 19 years old,
started verbally abusing them. Of
the six purported assailants, four
are PC students; the other two
were guests of a PC student and
from another college.
One assailant attacked Harris,
and when Flynn went to his
defense, the rest of the group
joined in the fight.
Harris
suffered a fractured hand and a
possible fractured skull. Flynn
had several cuts and bruises. Both
were treated and released from St.
Joseph’s Hospital.
Reprinted, courtesy o f the Providence
Journal, November4. 1979.

The BOG is sponsoring a
Nuclear Power Forum” tonight
t eight o’clock p.m. in ’64 Hall.
Speakers will present the pros and
>ns o f this controversial issue.

Caps and Gowns
Seniors will be measured for
caps and gowns on November 13,
at course registration in Harkins
Auditorium. All seniors are asked
to report to be measured at. this

In te r v ie w s
There are two positions avail
able on the Academic Grievance
Committee.
Any student
interested in being on the commit
tee may sign up for an interview in
the Student Congress office.
Interviews will be held on Thurs
day, November 8, in the Congress
office. Applicants are required to
have a 2.0 cumulative average.

Bus Trip
The BOG is sponsoring a bus
trip to the play “ Da” which is
playing in Boston. The bus will
leave PC at 6:30 p.m . on
Thursday, November 8. Contact
the BOG office for more informa-

R a ffle
The PC Art Journal
sponsoring a raffle. Tickets will
be on sale from November 12
through 19 in lower Slavin
between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.n
Tickets are 50 cents each, five for
$2.00. Third prize will be a ca:
of Heineken.

T u rk e y Shoot
The ROTC Rifle Team
sponsoring its annual Turkey
Shoot on Thursday, November 15
between 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m
It will be held at the rifle range ii
the basement of Alumni Hall and
shots are three for 25 cents. Try
your luck! The prize is a turkey o
a case of Heineken.

Cianci comments things are going to
By Lori Evangelos
“ The governor in my opinion is
a nice fellow, but he’s controlled
by the administration of this
state,” declared Rhode Island
mayor Vincent A. ‘Buddy’
Cianci, Jr., a Republican in a
predominantly Democratic state.
Cianci, who has indicated he
might run for governor in the
1980 election, not only berated the
Rhode Island state government
and governor, J. Joseph Garrahy,
but also government in general.
"The more government gets
involved, the more messed up

be,” Cianci
told eight Providence College
students in a press conference last
Thursday, November 1.
Cianci pointed out that he
thinks the Republican party has
been disorganized in the state of
Rhode Island. He said that the
Dnly Republicans elected are
iberal and he used himself as an
:xample in Rhode Island, “ a
basically conservative state” .
“The Republican party, which I
•espect,” said the Mayor, “ does
tot have enough positions and
didn’t have enough strength to
;lect me.”
According to the
Mayor, it was no “ fluke” that he
See Cianci, Page 9

Christmasfest
Saturday, December 1st
featu rin g

“MASADA”

Price: $ 1 5 .0 0
C ocktails: 7-8
Buffet Dinner: 8-9
Dancing: 9-1
Full price m u st b e paid to reserve s p a c e at a table

B ID S ON SALE NOW
■ ir^ rtrft^ rrT rrrT T T n
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Two new “ charge-a-call”
phones have been installed on
campus. One is located in the
basement lobby of the library and
the other is in the Harkin's Hall
foyer.
According to Ruth
Donovan, the PC switch board
operator, the phones have been in
operation for about two weeks.
Mrs. Donovan explained that
the phones enable a person to
make a call without depositing
money. The caller simply pushes
“ O ” for operator and then
proceeds to make either a credit
card or collect call.
In an
emergency, or when someone is
short of money, this type of phone
is very useful, Mrs. Donovan
points out. There is one draw
back, however. The fee for using
these phones is slightly higher
than the fee for a regular pay
phone, and may be 30 or 40 cents,
rather than the usual dime.
In addition to one of the charge
phones being installed in the base
ment o f the library, another pay
phone was installed there. Mrs.
Donovan emphasized that the
charge-a-call phones are only used
for collect and credit card calls,
and that the regular pay phones
should still be used for standard
toll calls.
Anyone wishing to use the new
phones should keep in mind that
Harkin’s Hall is generally locked
up after 10 o’clock p.m., but the
phone in the library can be used
until midnight on most nights.
Two phones will be installed in
Slavin Center as well.
* * * ☆
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Dalton, 79 receiv es
top A rm y honors
By Kathy Lyons
Lt. James B. Dalton, class of
1979,
has
recently
been
announced as an Honor Graduate
of class 1978-79 conducted at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma. Lt. Dalton has
been honored as one of the top
rated students in his officer basic
course as a U.S. Army Field Artil
lery Officer.
Upon graduation, Jim began
the Field Artillary Basic Course,
which entails a demanding 10
week introduction to modern
military management and leader
ship principles. The course places
maximum emphasis on leadership

ability and the effective manage
ment of personnel and material
resources. As a graduate, Dalton
was expected to demonstrate
thorough proficiency in the opera
tion of fire control computer
systems. Also included in the
basic course curriculum are
varying phases of Field Artillery
gunnery.
Dalton, an
EducationBiology/Chemistry major, was a
ROTC four year scholarship
student. During his senior year at
PC, he was the Cadet Battalion
Commander, a member of the

Cow / office tricked
and tre a te d

owlphoto by Dan Lun
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Members of Congress, BOG, the Administration and Cowl Editorial
Board size up the damage done by Halloween pranksters.
* ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ * * * i t it-C r i t i t - a %

Congress
(Continued from Page 1 )
not be shortened. Goudie will
bring the ideas o f Congress
members to the next Administra
tion meeting.
Goudie also announced that the
Planning Committee will soon
begin re-evaluating all of the
academic departments. Meetings
will be set up for the administra
tion, students, and faculty
members in order to receive input.
Students are encouraged to
become involved with this evalua
tion program as it will affect
them.
A full-time tutor, according to-'
Goudie, is going to be hired for
the PC athletes. “ The money for
this is coming from the athletic
budget, which is generated from
the profits the athletes bring in. ”
Dave Mulhem, chairman o f the
Athletic Board, announced that
intramural hockey and basketball
sign-ups will begin next week.
Student Congress treasurer
Mike Welch stated that Student
Congress will finance the Food
and Variety Store if it is approved
by the Committee on Administra
tion. Also, a Campus Council
meeting will be held on Tuesday,
November 13, at 4:00 p.m.
Finally, tickets for Christmasfest, which is sponsored by the
senior class, will be on sale
beginning Wednesday, November
7'

Lioce

(Continued from Page 2)
Island has. He added, “ Where
else could I live in A house that’s
200 years old, that has four fire
places and is a minute from the
“ The Journal isn’t a great
newspaper, but it’s much better
than most that I have seen. There
are a lot o f great and interesting
people at the Journal and I get
along with most of them,” said
Lioce.
He thinks that in the 60’s, music
was closely linked with politics
and to a small degree it is still true
today. “ It’s more prevalent in
England today with the punk rock
groups,” he said.
“ I like punk rock, but there is a
lot of junk in it. But you find
junk in all types o f music,” he
said. “ It’s garage music, which is
great,” said Lioce.
To Lioce, music is something,
“ that a person takes out o f him
self and is a reflection of how
things are in society. I enjoy
listening to music. When I come
home from work, I put on the
Kinks, whereas some guys would
go out and play football.”
“ I love the Kinks but I also like
Perry Como, Frank Sinatra and
Motzart. 1 don’t like Manillow
because he is to predictable,” said
He said that it bothered him to
go to concerts at the Civic Center
and see teenagers fighting. “ I
don’t know if the drugs they are
using today are different, but
when I was young we used to go
out and get ugly and have a good
time, but we never threw bottles at
one another. I don't think people
back then were so groovy that
they didn’t do those things, but it
seems as if kids today are meaner
and that bothers me."
For a person who has had an up
and down career so far, Tony
Lioce seems to be doing just fine.

Your Student Congress
WANTS

f c jL

YOU!

VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE
T u esd ay, N ovem ber 13 - F rid a y , N ovem b er 16
Sla vin C e n te r
10:30 a.m . - 2:3 0 p.m.

Raym ond Caf
4 :30 p.m. - 6 :3 0 p.m.

Get Involved - Register to vote in Providence
REMEMBER: NO VOTE — NO CHOICE
1980 is a Presidential election year - Register Now!
Thank you.
S tu d e n t C on gress
* * * ■ £ •* * ☆
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Charge-aC a ll pho nes
in s ta lle d
----/-----By Thomas Brown

Cadet Officers’ Honor Club, and
the recipient of the George C.
Marshall Award.
Beyond his
ROTC activities, Jim was an
active member of the Physics
Honors Society and a Dean’s List
student.
Lt. Dalton is also a graduate of
the U.S. Army Airborne School,
Fort Benning, Georgia, and is
currently assigned to the U.S.
Army 4th Infantry Division, Fort
Carson, Colorado.

* # * * * *
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World C iviliza tio n :
East m eets West
A task force has recently been
established by the Very Rev
Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., to ex
amine the feasibility of an Eastern
Civilization program. The possi
bility of incorporating a program
such as this into the curriculum is
a valuable idea in itself, simply
because of the practicality of a
knowledge o f the eastern world.
The Editorial Board of the
Cowl feels that such a program
would definitely enrich the curri
culum.
Our main concern

non as the end all and be all. The
western world constitutes merely
five percent o f the total land mass
of the world.
The rising importance of the
east, both economically and
culturally, is affecting the whole
world.
As Father Peterson
recently stated, “ There are
increasingly more opportunities
for employment and careers
abroad today in fields such as
international trade, business, and
politics. A working knowledge of
a people's culture is almost essen-

“In the pursuit o f a true liberal arts
education, it is rather narrow o f us to
think o f Western Civilization as the
end all and be all. ”
regarding this proposal as an
elective is the relative difficulty of
selecting this course because of all
the courses presently required of
students.
We, at the Cowl,
suggest the blending of an Eastern
Civilization
program
with
Western Civilization,
thus
forming a program of “ World
Civilization.”
In the pursuit of a true liberal
arts education, it is rather narrow
of us to think of Western Civiliza-

lial to understand the people
themselves. Students who have
limited the scope of their study to
the western world are at an
obvious disadvantage in under
standing the international or
worldwide scene.”
The Editorial Board of the
Cowl hopes that Father Peterson’s
task force, seriously considers the
possibility of a World Civilization
program. It would certainly be
beneficial for students to receive a
more balanced view of the world
as a whole.
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Co-operation is the key to
success. In the past year the
Student Congress Food Commit
tee, chaired by sophomore Steve
“ Veg" Maquire, has worked to
improve the quality of food on
campus, in Raymond and Alumni
cafeterias, as well as in Mural
Lounge. His efforts would have
been futile if not for the co-opera
tion o f Mr. Joseph Murphy,
director of Food Services and his
food service staff.
The Food Committee meets
monthly with Mr. Murphy and
representatives from all the dining
areas on campus. The food is first
complimented and then criticized.
It has become obvious that these
meetings have proven beneficial
since many improvements have
been witnessed in all of the eating
facilities.
The most substantial accom
plishment which the committee
can boast of is the alternate meal
selection recently initiated.
Students dining in Raymond for
dinner now have a choice between
two entrees. This gives students
varied selection. Congratulations
are obviously in order for both
Mr. Murphy and the Food
Commitee for this new developAdditional renovations intro-

30!|9
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M u rphy dishes out double
helping o f co-t
-operation

Cowl Staff
Meeting
TONITE
6:30 Rm. 109
Old and New
Members
WELCOME

duced by the Food Committee
include the acquisition of an ice
machine in Raymond Cafeteria,
plus the deletion of some less
desirable meals, and the introduc
tion of some new ones.
Mr. Murphy has also offered
his services in assisting Sharon
Treacy with the proposed food
and variety store.
As Treacy
remarked, “ He has been very cooperative in helping^ me establish

t i e

the grounds for the food store.”
These im provements have
resulted from co-operation and
concessions made on the part of
both the committee and Mr.
Murphy. The Editorial Board of
the Cowl trusts that this spirit of
co-operation will continue, thus
insuring a high quality food
service for the Providence College
campus.
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weekend! The justification that
“ it will decompose in twenty
years” is false, and unless we get
people to understand this, we’re
going to have a lot of cut feet and
flat tires this spring.
The big, new, black and white
drums located at strategic points
around campus are not there to
mate with skunks, nor are they
hiding places for Friars. They are,
in fact, very handy for stashing

Thoughts w h ile sh a vin g

The Cowl is presently accepting
applications to fill the position of
news editor. This job consists of
organing and managing the news
section of the college newspaper.
Interested persons may apply via
the Cowl’s post office box no.
2981.
In troducing

Cowl Helluvit Days
T he C o w l is s p o n s o r in g a
se r ie s o f d ress-u p days for th e
h ell-o f-it.
The first w ill be
Friday, N ovem b er 9, 1 9 7 9 —it
is B lu e O xford bu tton -d ow n
sh irts and tan K haki p a n ts and
sn e a k ers. The first 5 0 p e o p le
w earing th e d ress o f th e day
w ill b e aw arded o n e sm a ll
s o d a o f th e ir c h o ic e from
A lum ni C afe.

T h e a tre A rts
a n s w e r again
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the
letter of Tom Keegan, ’80. I think
there is a m isunderstanding
stemming from a discrepancy in
our separate views of Providence
College. I see PC as an essentially
academic institution (of higher
education), while Tom Keegan
seems to see it as something sub
stantially less than that. Tom
Keegan seems to value things
quantitavely; (I prefer to do so
qualitatively.) I am aware of the
quantitatively limited number
among the ranks of the PC theatricans, but I am all the more
aware of the superior quality of
the Providence College Theatre
Arts program (good things come
in small packages). Tom Keegan
very slyly caught my metaphor,
and managed to miss the message
of my letter. Not one of us “ three
theatre revolutionaries” suggested
the construction o f an “ elaborate
entertainment center” (although
if a 5.5 million dollar field house is
not exactly just that, I do not
know what is).
Perhaps my interpretation of
William Shakespeare’s “ all the
world’s a stage,” is a bit loose,
but is it not a little interesting to
note that his theatre was called
“ The Globe?” Concerning, “ and
all the men and women merely
players,” is it possible that you
took this figurative statement and
literally interpreted this to mean

that human nature necessitates
our involvement in society as
basketball players?
As for
skipping, hopping, and wrists
flexing (am I presumptuous in
assuming this statement was
directed at us boys?), I think you
will find a great deal more of this
on any basketball court or athletic
field than the stage. (Did you ever
try to dribble a basketball without
flexing a wrist?) To look at things
quantitatively now, the score is
five letters opposed to the field
house to your one in its defense. I
think the advice of a greater man
than you or I or even the Board,
namely Saint Paul, may put things
in perspective: “ Physical exercise
has some value, but spiritual
exercise is valuable in every way,
because it promises life both for
the present and for the future.”
That, I think, is the essence of the
“ real world.” But while we are
on the subject...
Is it truly necessary for the
Office of Registrar to hold course
registration in Harkins Hall, thus
preventing rehearsal of the theatre
arts program production o f Angel
Street there when there are
perhaps half a dozen equally suit
able locations on campus for this
procedure? I really do not mean
to complain; 1 am just trying to
earn my degree.
Sincerely,
Peter Cameron, ’80

P a p a l th a n k s fo r Cow l
Dear Editor:
A copy of the recent feature
article on “ Pope John Paul II-A
Student and His Dominican Alma
Mater” was sent to Rome upon
publication.
Luigi Cardinal
Ciappi, O.P., recently responded

and wishes me to express his
appreciation and gratitude to the
Cowl for its historical coverage of
the Holy Father’s Dominican
education.
Sincerely,
Father James Driscoll, O.P.

The Fo o tb a ll C lub, one
of our im p o rta n t te a m s
By Tom Bowen
For all of those out there who
haven’t noticed, our college
boasts a sports team that is ranked
sixth nationally. It is the club
football squad, and this past
week, it easily knocked off the
second ranked team in the nation.
Normally, when a college sports
squad performs this well, it
receives a great amount of fanfare
and publicity. The players are
given superior facilities to work
with, and a close rapport generally
exists between the team and the
school. However, for a team that
is rated so highly, the Friar foot
ball club receives a minimum of
publicity, works under shoddy
conditions, and has a relationship
with the college that can best be
described as shaky.
In fact, the club has a rapport
with the school that is so shaky,
there are some people who would
like to phase the club right out of
existence. At this point, the team
is surviving on borrowed time, for
it is not even sure if it will last
through next season. With the
money coming from the students

activities fee, funds are limited.
Despite the adverse conditions
that surround the club, it
continues to reign. And now it
has a chance to gain a berth in the
National Championhship Game.
Furthermore, the football club
owns the best won-lost percentage
of all sports teams at the college
over the last ten years. If the
football club goes under, the
school will have lost one of its
more important teams.

Kelly's
K ean e
Kom m ents
From surveying tne campus
lately, it seems we have a new
sport here at PC—that of
smashing beer bottles. I realize
that this relieves tension and
provides immense pleasure, but
there must be a better way of
letting people know that we are
NOT a suitcase college and that
we most definitely were here this

G ucci, fzocf or

L e tte r g oes
to dogs
Dear Editor:
What exactly was the problem
Michael C. Grimes so inconsis
tently attempted to state in his
letter to you on October 31, 1979?
Three things were clear: 1) He
didn’t care where students
urinated. 2) His wife was bitten
on campus last week. 3) He paid
$1000 to see his name in print.
With all due respect to Mr.
Grimes and the high esteem to
which he aclaims, I find it
amazing that he has remained at
the admirable position he forth
rightly stated. His thoughtless
sense of self -xpression left me
more baffled than concerned.
How could a man of the adver
tising world be so careless in his
presentation of an editorial letter?
If sloppiness is a key asset to “ real
world” success, I feel many of us
undergraduates will be doomed
for the dogs.
Sincerely,
Michele Ricciardi, 1980

Cowl Staff
Meeting
6:30 Tonite

If EVERYONE hates the sight
of broken bottles so much and the
thought of cleaning them up and
the people who break them, then
who can we blame?
I propose that we decide right
now that it is not “ kids from other
schools” or a “ low flying jet
getting rid of extra weight” or a
“ strong wind from URI,” but it
IS each and every one of-us! We
are ruining our own campus!
Don’t litter. Stop those you see
littering, pick up any trash that
you can—and if you wanna
smash—join the volleyball team.1
1 would like to clarify my
response. I am not rebuking the
proposed field house or Tom

P u rp le J a c k e ts
Dear Editor:
As I was innocently reading the
Providence College Cowl, I
noticed that I was lucky enough to
be mentioned in Michele
Ricciardi’s article. It took me a
while to get used to the idea of
being called the “ chick wearing
the purple Classical High
majorette jacket,” but never the
less, I felt important. I must
admit, no one has ever asked me if
I have ever heard o f Dean
sweaters, but I would love to take
out a loan and buy one when I get
older. As far as being a “ halter
woman,” my exterior features are
far too evident and I would abso
lutely feel awful if while standing
at a bus stop and an accident

“ Have Pride in Your Campus”
is not graffiti on the box outside
of Harkins. That is SUPPOSED
to be there and its effects are
evident in the students we see
scampering around the area
scraping up any litter they can
find and putting it ceremoniously
into this box, with an angelic glow
on their faces and their hearts
bursting with a sudden surge of

Keegan, nor the right of any
student to voice opinions on these
issues. I am angered that this
paper was used to make
unfounded and unsubstantiated
statements against a department
at PC, but much more important
ly a fellow student. This type of
slander should not and must not
be tolerated. I feel to try to lessen

occurred. You know accidents
can occur even at a bus stop! Well
thank you for mentioning me in
your article and if you ever need a
purple jacket, you are more than
welcome to use mine, but don’t
wear it at a bus stop because the
possibility of a pick up is far less
in a Classical purple jacket than in
a halter!
Louann DiMuccio, ’82

the significance of this letter is
unfair to the entire PC commu
nity. Therefore, I am asking that
the Editor of the Cowl and Tom
Keegan submit an apology to this
paper. I think the Theatre Arts
program, along with its partici
pants and certainly Peter
Cameron, deserve a formal
apology.
Since Providence College is a
Catholic institution, it would be
fitting for some form o f Christian
fellowship to exist among her
students. We would be wise to
respect each other as students, but
even more, as Christians.

A p o lo g y
d em an d ed
Dear Editor:
In response to a letter printed in
the Cowl by Tom Keegan last
week, I would like to say that I
was not only surprised at the
senior’s comments, but could not
believe the Editor would permit
such slander to be publicly
relayed. Perhaps I thought the
Cowl had more integrity than was
presented in that issue.

William F. Roberts
Class o f 82

On lib ra ry im p ro v e m e n t
Dear Editor:
A good library is more than just
a quiet place to study. Improving
the research material available to
students should be high on the list
of priorities at PC. When doing
term papers, I often end up going
to the Brown University Library
because of its better facilities.
Especially lacking at PC are the
Political Science and sociology

WDOM

departments. The periodicals are
either not available or missing,
and the books are too often out of
date. The college should take
another look at this important
area of academics when deciding
where to improve. It isn’t as
visible as other improvements, but
nevertheless is an important one.
Neil O’Brien, ’81

a p p re c ia tiv e

To the Editor:
On behalf of the staff and
management of WDOM, I would
like to take this opportunity to
extend to the Cowl a sincere thank
you for your interest in our
proposed wattage increase. The
article recently published, as well
as our advertisements, have
generated a lot o f interest and
support that makes this project
worthwhile, not only for Provi

dence College, but for the
surrounding communities as well.
I would also like to take this
time to thank the college commu
nity for their support. It is very
encouraging.
Once again, to all of you, thank
you very much.
Sincerely,
Michael J. McCormack
General Manager
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H allow een reruns

ROTC Cad ets
run for funds
Providence College ROTC
Cadets, responding to a recent
article in the Cowl in which the
BOG encouraged support for a so
called “ Brain Run,” ran 1391
miles during October and
gathered over $700.00 in pledges.
A total o f 35 cadets from the
ROTC department ran in support
of the charity which ultimately
hopes to build a brain research
center in New Seabury, Mass.
Included among the many
individuals and groups who
sponsored the ROTC runners
were the Army Reserve Officers
Association, M ajor General
Leonard H olland, A djutant
General of the State of Rhode
Island, Mr. Robert Reisman, RI’s
Civilian Aide to the Secretary of
the Army, Rev. Thomas R.
Peterson, president of Providence
College, and Colonel Herbert
Moore, Commander of the ROTC
Providence College’s Cadet
Battalion started gathering
sponsors as soon as they read the
Cowl article.
Led by Cadet
Battalion, Commander Richard
Howe from Lowell, Mass., Cadets
ocused their running activities

during the month of October in
conjunction with the “ United
States Police Brain Run” which
started last month in Phoenix,
Arizona, and is headed for New
Seaburg, Cape Cod, where land
has been donated for a Brain
Research and Rehabilitation
Center. The nationwide “ run for
funds” is being conducted to raise
money for the center in memory
of Doreen Grace, a 21 year old
Acton. Mass, woman who died in
1976 o f a brain disease.
Setting the pace for the cadets
was Lee Felton, a senior from
Massachusetts, who ran 244 miles
during the month o f October. A
participant in the 1979 Boston
Marathon himself. Cadet Felton is
also preparing for a marathon
next month
in Foxboro,
Mass. Also contributing signi
ficantly were cadets Steve Henley,
Mike Moretti, Pat Cassidy, Brian
Hoey, Kathy Lyons, Mark
Waterhouse, John Peloquin and
Ed Trost.
The cadets were also running to
improve their own physical fitness
which is an integral part of the
ROTC program.

521-3539
t ^
The Grim Reaper was
there with sickle in hand.
Goblins and ghouls and lions
and tigers and bears, oh my!
October 31, Halloween night,
Slavin Center was like something
out of a fantastic dream, housing
a wierd-but-wonderful assortment
of what were once ordinary
students.
There were the
McDermott Babies, the twelve
Hershy’s Kisses, not to mention
Gang Green, from McVinney.
Monsters roamed about wildly;
Disco Witches cackled through
their glitter.
While those in costume lent
entertainm ent to the night.
Albatross and the Beagles high
lighted the night with music.
Refreshments were plentiful; fun
was overflowing.
Part o f that fun found itself in

4

nds to make this years Halloween
ic success and a really great time.
the form of prizes given to the best
single, duo, and group costume.
Bert Palmer captured single prize.
The best duo prize was won by
Tom Brown and his girlfriend
Wendy Rinebolt, who were
costumed as a pay telephone and
receiver.
“ The idea was
Wendy’s,” Tom said. “ We had a
telephone cord between us.
That’s all that kept us together,”
Tom chuckled, “ aside from
mutual affection.” Louis Macri
and friends were awarded the best
group prize, as they stampled the
Halloween party as sheep. The
prizes took the form of Molsen
Ale, much appreciated awards.
The
Halloween
Party,
sponsored by the Board of
Governors, was a high success.

Upcoming BOG events for the
week include tonight’s “ Nuclear
Power Forum,” to be held at 8
p.m. in ’64 Hall, sponsored by the
Lecture Committee; Thursday’s
bus trip to Boston to see the play
“ Da” ; and the 9 p.m. concert to
be held Friday night, in the upper
level of Slavin Center, featuring
Tom Stankas.
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Rum-pah
pum-pum
By Jeff Esposito
Riddle:
What is deeply
involved in the college, has 19
appearances with the basketball
team, and has its Christmas
concert slated for December
third? (Hint: they rehearse on the
first floor of the music building.)
But o f course! The PC Band is
the answer to this easy riddle.
The band is not simply the
band. There is the stage and the
concert bands. There is the pep
band which appears at all the
home basketball games. Speaking
of hoop, the first home game pep
band appearance in November 24,
during the Thanksgiving break.
It is very hard to miss the pep
band, as they always sit in the
“ rowdy” section of the Civic
Center and wear special rugby
shirts.
The PC Band, like all college
bands, plays an important part in
college protocol. They perform
on freshman Parents’ Day every
year, not to mention the more
special occasions such as Convo
cation and Cystic Fibrosis
Telethon of last year. Doughty
and determined musicians that
they are, the band played at the
Columbus National Bank concert,
an outdoor event held October
10th. From what 1 hear, it is not
that easy to play in the snow, even
if it’s October snow.
PC has not always been fortu
nate enough to have a band and
John Swoboba is the individual
responsible for bringing it about.
Swoboda is director and conduc
tor. The bandcouncil president is
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Tim Salley, and vice president is
Dan Archetto.
When Arthur Fieldler attended
last year’s commencement, the
band struck up “ Stars and Stripes
Forever,” his personal favorite.
He is reported to have made a
point of saying that the band was
very good. A remarkable compli
ment from a remarkable man, to a
remarkable band.

Plant talk
Bean Town Fern
Mephrolepis Evalta, Boston
Fern, as it is known today, is
actually a mutation of the sword
fern, found near Boston in the
1890’s. It is recognizable by its
long, arching fronds that may
reach as long as 3 ft., with short,
close leaflets along its length.
The Boston Fern does best in
bright, indirect, or filtered light.
That is, light filtered through,
perhaps a sheer curtain. Water
when completely dry, and spray
mist
between
thourough
waterings.
Large pots of Boston Fern are
more than likely to contain a
group of smaller fern plants, and
rather than transplanting into
increasingly larger pots, it is
generally easier to remove the
smaller plants from the edge of
the main pot, and start them on
their own.
Fertilize mature ferns at two
month intervals during the spring
and summer. Do not fertilize
during the winter.
Bright light and misting are the
most im portant things to
remember with the Boston Fern.
Questions concerning ferns or
any other plants may be directed
to Richard of Frey Florist, 50
Radcliffe Ave., Providence,
521-3539.

Pianist Fairleig h
Pianist Marlane Fairleigh, ad
junct faculty member in the Provi
dence College music program, will
perform at Rhode Island College,
138 Roberts Hall, November 20 at
1:00 p.m. The entire program will
showcase the music of composer
Robert M. Boberg, assoc. Profes
sor o f Music, Rhode Island Colledge.
Marlane Fairleigh appears
frequently in both solo and
ensemble concerts. She has also
served as music clinician,
adjudicator, and accompanist for
events in the greater Providence
area. Before coming to Rhode
Island in 1975, Ms. Fairleigh
taught at Hanover College,
Indiana. In addition to teaching
at Providence College, she is

S o il

The beers were served in arbi
trary pairs in identical glasses
marked X and Y. Each beer was
paired against different competi
tion for each individual taster.
For fairness, an intricate system
was devised so that each beer was
given to one-third on the tasters in
each o f the beginning, middle and
final rounds.
Beers from all over the world
were judged, but Budweiser,
produced by St. Louis-based
Anheuser-Bush, came out on top.

November, 1979
11/9
11/10
11/12
11/15
11/16
11/17
11/18
11/21
11/22
11/24
11/29
11/30

Siyx
Bill Gaither Trio
URI vs Yugoslavio
R.I. Int’l. Auto Show
R.I. Int’l Auto Show
R.I. Int’l. Auto Show
R.I. Int’l Auto Show
Parliament Funkadelic
Fleetwood Mac
PC vs Russians
The Black Watch
PC vs Stonehill

$9.50 & $8.50
$6.00 & $5.00
3.00 adults; $1.00 kids
2.75 adults; Under 12 $1
2.75 adults; Under 12 $1
$2.75 adults; Under 12 $1
12.75 adults; Under 12 $1
8.50, $8.00& 7.50
SOLD OUT
$4.50 & $3.50
$8.00, $7.00&$6.00
$4.50 & $3.50

8:00 pm
7:30 pm
2:00pm
1-11 pm
1-11 pm
1-11 pm
l-8pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm

Rolling Stone College Papers, an
annual publication o f Rolling
Stone Magazine, reported that
Hamm’s captured second place
and Foster’s, an Australian brew,
was listed third.

Photographers
There will be a mandatory meeting of Yearbook photographers
Thursday, October 8, 1979 in Room 109 Slavin Center at 4:45 p.m.
Anyone interested is encouraged to attend. Be a part of the 1980
___________ ___
Veritas._______________

Before you graduate from college! Because now, you can com
bine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army
ROTC. It’s called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP).
And, depending on your academic year when you enter, SMP
can help you earn over $6,500.
Here’s how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available,
you become a member of an Army Reserve or National Guard unit
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5, and
you'll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an
Army ROTC advanced course cadet.
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you’ll be
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there’s a vacancy,
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the require
ments for your college degree. Upon graduation, you may con
tinue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as
an Army officer.
So if you’d like to earn over $6,500 while you’re still in college,
get into SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. You can bank on it!
For further information, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your school.

Ig u a r d !

A panel o f nine college
students, known for their contri
butions to the field o f beer
drinking, sponsored by the
Rolling Stone College Papers,
recently tested 22 brews and
selected Budweiser as the
champion.

Civic Center

NOW YOU CAN
EARN OVER$6,50 0
W ITH ARMY ROIC.

(ffi)

Bud named
champion

visiting instructor of Music at
Rhode Island College. She and
her husband James, Assoc.
Professor of Music, Rhode Island
College, often perform as piano
duo partners, having recently
appeared together in Atlanta at
Emory University, Rhode Island
College, and Providence College.
Scheduled for the nrogram
November 20 is music for two
pianos, performed by the Fairleighs; music for two pianos, eight
hands, wherein the Fairleighs are
joined by Audrey Kaiser and
Robert Elam; works for piano
duet; and the premiere perfor
mance by Dr. James Fairleigh of
Boberg’s Sonata, composed in the
spring of 1979.
There is no admission charge.

M
u

ARMY RO T C ARMY NATIONAL GUARD. ARMY RESERVE.

WDOM

91.3m

Go
F riars!
November

13
16
17
25
28

December

1 a t RPI
4 a t N o rth e a s te rn
9 C o lg a te
2 7 B row n T o u rn a m e n t
M inn. D u lu th
(air tim e 4 :5 0 )
2 8 B row n T o u rn a m e n t-S t. L aw ren ce
(air tim e 4 :5 0 )
2 9 B row n T o u rn a m e n t
-Brown
(air tim e 7:50)

Jan u ary

A IR

1
10
13
17

M errim ack
a t B ow ling G re e n
a t B ow ling G reen
BU
H arv ard

D enver
B row n
N o rth e a s te rn
RPI

T IM E - 7:20 p .m . (all g a m e s
e x c e p t B row n Tourn.)

Listen to WDOM for the fast and exciting action of
P C Hockey as John Hennessy calls the play by
play and Chris Duffy supplies the color.

WDOM —The Spirit of
Providence C ollege
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Veteran's Day: long weekend coming up
By Ll. Col. Robert Stiepock
dedicated on May 9, 1948. Large
or small, the flag and field stone

Monday is Veteran’s Day. The
theme for this year's holiday
observance is “ A Grateful Nation
Remembers." On Monday, a
special remembrance will be seen,
when the Postal Service issues a
stamp picturing the Vietnamese
Service Ribbon, and the words
• ’ H o n o r in g
V ie tn a m e s e
Veterans.”
There is also a special remem
brance on the PC campus that has
been here since 1948: the War
Memorial Grotto. Dedicated to

i

grotto, also called the Grotto of
Our Lady of the Rosary, which
Father McKenna hoped would be
the “ center- of religious expres
sion” on the campus, remains
beautiful and fitting expression,^
gratitude to all veterans.

68 PC graduates who died in
World War II, the Grotto is a
constant reminder of sacrifices/
made in every war.
Located in a quiet corner of the
campus, near Aquinas Chapel and
Dominic Hall, the Grotto was
built through the efforts of Father
Charles M. McKenna, once chap

lain o f Providence College. Tc
raise funds for construction of the
Grotto, Father McKenna staged
what became one of the city’s
most popular annual events, the
Penny Auction.
Press accounts called the
memorial “ the largest of its kind
in the country,” when it was
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Graphic If.:
A replica of
th e
new
stamp, to be
available
after Novem
ber 11. Other
p h o to s o f
W ar Memo
rial Grotto.

“How C ome M y L etter From H ome

LSAT

Was O nly A L etter From H ome ?”

and

GMAT
A m ity
Review Seminars
15 stu d en t average class size
Taam taachlng technique
C onvenient weekend classes
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

800-243-4767

IN TE R N A TIO N A L
C A R EER ?

A representative
w ill be on the campus
TH U RSDA Y
NOVEM BER 1 5 ,

1979

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

tucked away in a Hospital Trust checking or savings account.
It’s convenient. Hospital Trust has 37 offices throughout Rhode Island.
And we have Automatic Teller Machines so you can make withdrawals
from your account any time of the night or day.
You can even arrange to have dear old Dad remit your allowance directly to your account.

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at
C O U N SE LIN G & C A R EE R
P LA N N IN G C E N T E R

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

You F eel B etter Banking At H ospitalT ri. s t 63
Member HP ! I

An Equal Opportunity Lender.
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B o d y Shop:
Colds a re
in sea so n
The common cold is almost an
inevitable fact of life. There is no
sure-fire prevention, but you may
build up your resistance with
proper sleep, eating three meals a
day and getting plenty o f exercise.
There is no cure for the common
cold, but medication can be given
to alleviate some of the symptoms
and to make you more comfor
table.
The common cold is an inflam
mation of the membranes of the
nose, throat and pharynx. It is a
viral infection, not bacterial,
therefore, antibiotics are not
given. Symptons include nasal
congestion, sneezing, coughing,
headache, general body aches,
sore throat and, sometimes, a
temperature.
Treatment consists of getting
plenty of rest and fluids. Asprin is
taken to reduce fever and relieve
general body aches. Deconges
tants and cough medication are
taken to relieve the other
symptoms of a cold. People with
allergies and stuffy noses may
breathe through their mouths

while sleeping, thus causing a mild
sore throat. Cough drops and
gargling with warm water mixed
with table salt will help to soothe
the irritated tissue. The dry heat
in the rooms is another cause of
sore throats.
Cold symptoms will usually last
from one to three weeks. Some
times a cold will lead to more
serious problems because of
improper treatment, not eating
and drinking properly, not getting
enough rest and not taking medi
cations as prescribed.
You should report to the infir
mary if: you develop wheezing,
the cold gets worse or if it lasts
more than 5 days without
improvement; you have a tem
perature o f 101 degrees or above;
there is blood in the mucous that
you cough up; the sore throat
becomes wors’e or you notice that
your throat is red or spotted; you
notice any foul odor from your
nose, mouth or ears; your nasal
discharge turns yellow or green this may indicate a bacterial infec
tion; an earache lasts more than
two hours.
Remember that you need at
least 8 ounces of fluids every hour
because it thins the mucous in the
lungs and nose. You need energy
to get well, so rest up!
You should be aware that
coughing is a natural body
mechanism for expelling mucous.
Water thins the mucous and
loosens phlegm and can soothe an

Cianci Speaks
(Continued from Page 2)
won the 1974 campaign race
against incumbent and democratic
mayor Joseph Dorley, but rather
“a lot o f hard work” .
He
attributed part of his success to
the fact that “ people today aren’t
voting straight ticket anymore” ,
rather they are voting more and

more for the man, not the party.”
Even though Cianci lauded
Senator Howard Baker of Tennes
see, the minority leader of the
U.S. Senate seeking candidacy for
the Republican presidential nom
ination, as “ a great man” , the
Mayor thinks Baker “ can’t get
elected” .

irritated throat. A dry, hacking
cough will often respond to honey
mixed in hot water, tea and lemon
juice.
Also, remember that alcohol
and medication do not mix, so
plan to skip it altogether, because
taking medication for two days,
partying over the weekend, and
then resuming your medication is
not an effective treatment.

When asked if Senator Ken
nedy’s nomination as a presiden
tial candidate would affect
Cianci’s decision to run for
governor in 1980, the Mayor
defended his own position.

RO O M M A TES!

Need a car
to get around?
For S a le C h e a p

1970 Olds
C a ll 942-9482

The American Cancer Society’s “ National Smoke-Out Day” will be
held on Thursday, November 15th. There will be booths and BioFeedfack machines in the pit in Slavin Center and movies will be
shown in ‘64 Hall, Slavin Center.

The program will run from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Also, there will be a Panel Discussion in Slavin Center, ‘64
Hall, at 7:00 p.m. The following people participate in this
panel:
Dr. Ronald P . Cerwonka
Dr. S. Terrie Curran
Mr. William Phair ‘81
*************

“ PLEDGE NOT TO SMOKE FOR THIS DAY”
**********

“ Senator Kennedy is not going
to make up his mind to run for
me.
1 ran in the wake of
Watergate when Republican was a
dirty word and won. As far as
I’m concerned you’ve got to stand
on your own merit in any race.”
However, the Mayor’s merit
was questioned at the press
conference regarding his own guilt
in the alleged raping of a coed
when he was a law student at
Marquette University. The New
Times, a paper which according to
. Cianci is no longer in publication,
first accused the Mayor of rape in
1978.
The rape charge was
brought agianst the Mayor by the
coed victim, but the case was
settled out of court.

“ Of course I will deny any truth
to that story,” contended Cianci,
“ and I sued that magazine which
is now out of business. The New
Times was brought into the city of
Providence to revitalize the'
paper’s stock because it was going
bankrupt.”
"W e are leaning towards lax
leadership,” warned a raspy
Cianci as he popped another
throat lozenger into his mouth.
He paused, then added, “ You can
see it with the current administra
tion which just drifts along. For
example, look at Quonset Point.
“ Quonset Point has all tne
facilities to be, and should be, the
mecca of the east, but no, instead
it just sits there like a movie scene
waiting for the actors to come on
stage.”
Room 308 Harkins Hall has
been the scene for many a press
conference since Professor Ted T.
Holmberg, the editor- publisher
o f the Pawtuxet Valley Times,
began teaching journalism at
Providence College. Holmberg
periodically sponsors in-class
press conferences in order to
provide his students with prac
tical, on-the-job reporting exper-

Caito’s
Free Delivery
7 -12 pm Sun - Thurs
7 pm -1 am Fri & Sat

Pizza & Sandwiches
272-4922

This p rogram is sponsored by the Counseling & Career P lanning Center.

TONIGHT
NUCLEAR POWER FORUM
SUSAN BELL

Wednesday, Nov. 7th
’64 Hall
8:00 pm

B e th e h it of
J r . Ring W eek en d
with
Precision H air Design
especially for you
G uys an d G als

call for an appoinment
“ Hear both sides of the issue”
presented by the BOG Lecture Committee

7-51-8778
895 Smith St. (Corner of River Ave.)
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W om en's h o c k e y rou n d u p

Lady Friars hope to re p e a t
last y e a r's record of 16-3-1
By Ellen Harrington
With the winter season finally
upon us, the Providence College
girls’ ice hockey team has taken to
the ice for their sixth season. The
Lady Friars, coached by Tom
Palamara and Burt Palmer, are
coming off a 16-3-1 season and
are looking to be very competitive
in their league.
The team didn't lose any of
their forw ards, and coach
Palamara is looking to last year's
scoring line o f Mary Ellen
Reardon, Kathy Lenahan and
Connie Richer to keep up the
good work. Freshmen Mary Beth
Hannon and Cissy Bogosian on
scholarship from Cranston will
also be adding to the strength up
front.
The defense is going through
some readjustment after losing
four players to graduation. Sue
Duffy and Kelly Tiernan have
moved back and are doing well in
r positions. They’ll be
lies Jill Spencer and
JamcFord.

The girls play a twenty-one
game schedule culminating in the
First Annual Eastern Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women Championship (EA1AW)
to be held at Schneider Arena
March 7 and 8. It will include the
four top teams in the east, decided
by wins and strength of schedule.

The season opens on Wednes
day, November 14, when the Lady
Friars take on Boston College at
7:00 p.m. at Schneider Arena.
According to Palamara, the
outlook is good right now. “ If we
can put the talent we have
together, and keep healthy, it
looks like a good season.''

PC rug gers su ffer
loss to City, 22-3
By Paul O’Riordan
The PC rugby team lost a hard
hitting game against the Provi
dence city team, 22-3, at
Raymond Field last Thursday
night.
The vastly more
experienced city team proved to be
too much for the young PC team
as they dominated most of the
game. However, the PC team,
plagued with injuries, did well
considering the differences in age

I he only PC scoring came from
a penalty kick by Mike Corrigan.
Kevin Kelley, a PC student who
plays for the city team, scored
twice. As coach Mike Trainor
pointed out after the game, the
match served as a good learning
experience for the PC team.
Next Thursday night at 7:00 on
Raymond Field, the rugby team
will play Brown in what promises
to be a good game.

V-fcallers place 9th a t URI
The University of Rhode Island
was the site of the most recent
women’s volleyball tournament.
The tournam ent started on
Friday, November 2, and
continued through Saturday,
November 3. Teams which placed
in the top four o f the regionals last
year competed in this tournament.
Such
teams
as
Rutgers,
Georgetown, the University of
Delaware and Strasburg proved to
be tough competition for the Lady
Friars.
Providence played two matches
on Friday evening.
Delaware
managed to down the Lady Friars

in the first match but they'
to beat Central Connecticut State
College in the later match. On
Saturday morning, PC began a
full day with a loss to a slightly
superior Georgetown team. The
Lady Friars rebounded and
defeated Springfield College in
two games and defeated the
University o f New Haven in a best
of three match.
Their fine play brought PC to
the finals. After the long day of
hard play with little rest, PC fell
to Navy in the finals. They
finished an outstanding 9th in the
tournament and 2nd in their
bracket-. The Lady Friars had
every reason to be proud of them
selves after such a fine showing.

PART TIME JOBS
$5.33 per hour
must be 18 and have a car
profits available
hours flexible
for interview call 751-2343
Mon - Fri 3 - 6 pm

E & J PIZZA
6 0 0 D ouglas A v e .

-NEW ITEME ggplant Parmagian
sm . $ 1 .6 0
lg. $ 2 .4 0

-SPECIALAll orders over $ 10 g e t a
FREE SMALL PIZZA
(sodas not included)
G ood until Nov. 30
Free Delivery
to PC
everyday

751-2251

4 :3 0 pm - 1:00 am

751-2064

Behind the excellent coaching of
Mr. Dick Bagge and the leader
ship o f junior captain Joan
Fenneran, the Lady Friars have
continued to defeat their
opponents while displaying their
fantastic team effort.
With the return of sophomore
Trish Curran along with regulars
Sheila Deam, Linda Leonard,
Sandy Ratcliffe, Kelly Keane and
Liz Calvini, the Lady Friars are
prepared for the Rhode Island
State Championship to be held on
Saturday, November 10 at URI.

Murphy, Doyle lead
Friars Over AIC, 3-1
By Cheryl Gabes
The PC soccer team added
another victory to their list of
credits last Tuesday when they
defeated AIC, 3-1. Entering into
the game with a record of 5-4, the
Friars hosted an opposition with a
record of 3-10. The Friars held a
definite edge over AIC in both
strength and team ability.
The Friars were first to score, at
41:00 into the first half of play,
and it was John Murphy with a
sure fire kick past the AIC goalie.
Billy Baker assisted on the goal
and the Friars were on their way
to another victory leading at halftime, 1-0.
It can be imagined that coach
Doyle’s halftime talk stressed the
importance of teamwork and
controlled footwork, for PC

continued to control the game in
the second half.
Twenty-one
minutes into the second half. Jay
Skelton netted another goal for
the Friars, this time assisted by
John Murphy.
The Friars’
impressive 2-0 lead was soon
challenged. A1 Levakis of the
Dominican Republic fired one
past the PC goalie at 44:00, to put
AIC on the board, 2-1.
Fifty-two seconds later, Alan
Doyle scored on a penalty kick
which resulted from a hand ball
error by AIC. PC was forced to
tighten their defense, which they
did, and succeeded in making
their 3-1 lead untouchable. The
Friars went on to win the clash
and upped their record to 6-4.

ELMHURST HAIR SALON
C o m p le te H a ir C a re f o r
M en a n d W om en

for appointm ent call

621-8054

523 Eaton St.
Corner of Eaton and Smith St.

WDOM

91.3 fm

Little River Band
The Beatles
J. Geils
Aero smith
Ted Nugent
Maynard Ferguson
Charlie Daniels Band
& many, many more.

F
R
E
E

ALBUM
GIVE AW AY!
Every night between 9 p.m. and 12 a.m.

C a ll 865-2460

Listen to WDOM
and WIN!
Box 377 Providence College/ Providence, R . I. 02918/ Phone 401-865-2460
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Friars boast speed, new a ttitu d e for
1979-80

p c H o ck e y
By Ron Pioccone
With November here, we are
certain o f two things, one—winter
is nearing and tw o—the PC
Pucksters take the ice to begin
their regular season. This ‘79-80
season should be as exciting as
So far, the team is in the process
of getting the kinks out. With the
summer layoff and new varsity
players, the team has to reorien
tate itself with each other and the

rink. In the two exhibition games
up to this writing, the Friars have
won both. They played Holy
Cross and Lowell University and
according to coach Lamoriello
“ showed signs of improvement in
each game.”
Coach Lamoriello stated that
the main difference from last
year’s team and this year’s team is
attitude.
Last year’s team
“ expected to do good things when
they went on the ice.” This year
“ nothing is taken for granted,

Captain Jeff Whisler’s scrappy style of play should be an inspiration
to teammates in upcoming season.

they realize they have to work for
everything they get. ”
The season will begin with
junior Greg Nolin as the starting
goalie. Nolin saw only limited
action last year while in the
shadow of standout Bill Milner.
Sophomore Scott Fiske will back
up Nolin.
Coach Lamoriello plans on
carrying at least eight defensemen
on his roster this year. Returning
from last year, the Friars have
Dan Haskins, Jim Colucci, Scot
Klienendorst and Jon Hogberg.
All saw plenty of playing time last
year and their experience should
be invaluable. Frank Johnson is
coming off an injury plagued
season and should also be an asset
to the defensive corps.
The Friars’ frontline was hurt
most by graduation. Returning
lettermen are Steve O’Niell, Denis
Martin, Steve Evangelista, Paul
Stasiuk, JohQ Sullivan, Terry
Horgan, and the team captain Jeff
Whister.
Another interesting aspect to
took for when this team takes the
ice is its overall skating ability
Speed is a factor on this Friars
team, a quality most teams hope
for each year. It should be a big
advantage in breaking around the

Get your kicks
from
TAE-KWON-DO!
Join
The PC Karate Club
Meet every Tuesday Night
7:30 - 9:30 pm
Slavin Pit
Stay fit and have a good time

Senior Dan Haskins should anchor the PC defense if he can avoid
penalties. Haskins led the Friars in penalty minutes last year.
elbowing, more stickwork now
because o f this preventive
measure? You will have to attend
the games to find out.
And speaking o f attending
games, there have been over 1200
student season tickets sold. Don
Bello, ticket manager, has stated
that there are still some student
season tickets available. So do
not be the only one not at a
hockey game.

opponents defenders.
This season there will be a new
twist to the equipment worn by all
ECAC hockey players.
Each
player on the ice will be required
to wear a caged face mask. Masks
are typically worn only after an
injury has occurred to one’s face.
This rule was implemented to
prevent eye and other serious
injuries.
Will there be more
hitting in the corners, more

Lady Friars in Nationals
For the first time in the history
of women’s athletics at PC, the
Lady Friars will compete in a

Field hockey
(Continued from Page 12)
chosen from the 13-3 Lady Friars
squad to represent the All Star
Northeastern team.
Goalie
Marilyn Noble and forward Linda
Wage were first team stars, with
halfback Kathy Lenahan a second
team selection and Monica Glynn
a third teamer. Lynn Sheedy, the
team’s second leading scorer, was
a top candidate for all star honors
until she was injured.
The Lady Friars were led in
scoring by junior Linda Wage,
who netted 29 goals. She was

national championship. Due to
their strong performance in the.
Eastern Regionals, the women’s
cross-country team has qualified
to send runners to the Woman’s
National Cross-Country Champ
ionships to be held in Talahassee,
Florida, on November 17. PC is
the only school in Rhode Island to
qualify for the championship. It
is; still undetermined which
runners will be sent to represent
PC.
followed by Sheedy who had
twelve and Glynn who had five.
PC’s domination o f plays is
evidenced by their outscoring of
opponents, 56-25. Goalie Noble
had a good year, registering fout
shutouts.

<OURTS

S P O R T IN G
GOODS

Runners
Week
Specials
Nike Waffle Trainer $

10% Off
(non-sale items)

2 1 .9 5

PC ID

NikeElile $

2 4 .9 5

This week only

FOR FRESHMEN STILL UNDECIDED ABOUT A MAJOR
Complete line o f Converse, Nike, and Pro
Keds fo r Basketball.
Featuring High
Leather Converse: ^ 2 7 9 5

A WORKSHOP
ON
CAREER PLANNING
MYTHS and GUIDELINES

T hursday: N o v e m b e r 8 th - 2 :3 0 p .m . t o 4 :3 0 p .m .

SEAMCO
Racquetballs

$1.99

While
they last!

Just A rrived: Com plete line o f Everlast Boxing equipment
H o u rs : M onday—T hursday 10-8:30 p.m .
Friday & Saturday 10 a .m .-5:30 p.m

s ig n u p a t th e C o u n s e lin g a n d C a re e r P la n n in g c e n te r,
S lav in C e n te r, R o o m 2 1 0
o r C a ll 2 3 4 3 , 2 3 0 5 , 2 0 0 9

1017 Smith Street
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Sports
Gridders crush Bentley, 35-7
By John Brandolino
The Providence College foot
ball team destroyed Bentley
College's playoff hopes and
closed in on a berth in the
Nationals last Sunday be crushing
the Falcons, 35-7, at Hendricken
Field. The Friars bumped off
second place Bentley and moved
into the number two spot them
selves with a record of 5-1 -1.
PC gained possession of the ball
first and gave Bentley a taste of
things to come.
Landers and
Biga, as usual, let their talents run
wild by carrying the ball from

there, the Friar offensive line
plowed down the line of Bentley
and Biga ran 44 yards for the first
score of the game.
Bentley fought back during
their first possession, but the
determined linebackers of Provi
dence forced a fumble which
Kevin Clare scooped up. The
home team began to eat up yard
age again. After an excellent 70
yard drive, however, the Friars
lost the ball as a result of a turn
over on the two yard line.
PC’s league leading defense
kept the Falcons at bay by

Christianson, and Mark Brady
rolled over Bentley’s backfield
with hits that could well have been
heard on Lower Campus.
Meanwhile, the Friar scoring
machine was just swinging into
high gear. In the second quarter,
P. J. Kelly hit for two passes for 40
yards which put the Friars on the
15 yard line of the Falcons. Bob
Landers easily carried the ball in
from there. Petkewhich caught
the extra point and upped the
Providence lead to 14-0. With less
than a minute to play, Tom Biga
returned a Bentley punt 63 yards.
Biga’s superb open field running
and a successful kick gave the
Friars the lead at halftime, 21-0.
The Falcons knew it would take
a superb second half effort to
overcome the Friars so their first
drive was an all out effort. All
they could manage was an off to
the right field goal attempt.
Providence followed with yet
another successful drive led by the
diving running of Biga as well as
help on a roughing the passer call
on Bentley. Landers jumped into
the endzone for the fourth PC
touchdown to put the game out of
reach.
Later in the fourth
quarter, Landers ran nine yards
for another score to increase the
Friar lead to 35-0. The shutout
was spoiled when the Falcons
scored on the last play of the
game.

Harriers place
1-2-3 in
rain at New England

tom Biga, the other half of the Friar gallopping hackfield. broke for
is ooft 44 and 63 yards on separate run:
runs

Lady Friars place
By Kevin Burke

four on Northeast
All-Stars
By Ed Ruhl
After finishing up their last two
regular season games, the PC
Lady Friars wiped out their
com petition in the Williams
College Field Hockey Tourna
ment in a most impressive style.
PC came out of their regular
season match against Bentley in
double trouble, losing both the
game and one of their key players,
Lynn Sheedy. The 4-2 loss was
not as damaging as was the
sprained knee of Sheedy’s, which
sidelined her for the remainder of
the season. Linda Wage collected
both goals for PC, but the shifts
in positions required because of
the injury to Sheedy left the
Ladies to disoriented to muster
any strong threats.
In their final game of the
regular season, PC came back to
capture a 3-1 victory. Linda Wage
scored all three goals to help the
Lady Friars to Finish with a 10-3
record.

In the Williams College
Tournam ent, the PC squad
destroyed
all competition,
outscoring them eleven goals to
one in the two days of play.
Williams College was the first
PC victim, falling 3-0 to a sharp
Friar squad. Linda Wage scored
one and Monica Glynn, Sheedy’s
replacement, put in the other two.
Marilyn Noble kicked out 16 shots
on goal to register the shutout.
Bates College felt the PC punch
next in the 2-0 garfie in which PC
again used strong defense and
reliable scorers to settle the match.
Linda Wage scored again, along
with Sharon Clegg, while Marilyn
Noble continued her standout
performance in goal.
In their final game of the year,
PC romped over Amherst
College, 6-1. Wage had three
goals, Glynn two and halfback
Kathy Lenahan had one.
Overall, PC played their best
games of the season at Williams.
Great teamwork, according to
coach
Denning,
made it
impossible to pick one most
valuable Friar. Four players were

It had been raining since early
morning and when the starting
pistol fired at two o’clock p.m. on
Saturday, November 3, the soggy,
mud-covered grounds o f the
Franklin Park course made racing
conditions horrible. Coach Bob
Amato looked into the gray, misty
skies and commented, “ Well, at
least the guys from Ireland will
feel right at home.” By the end of
the 8,000 meter race, Amato’s
words had proved correct.
The powerful Providence
Harriers ran away with everything
on Saturday, to capture the New
E n g la n d
C r o s s - C o u n tr y
Championship.
PC runners
placed first, second and third in a
field of 196 runners, and captured
the title for the sixth consecutive

See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 11

Men's and women's B ball
Squads to play exhibition
The PC men’s and women’s
basketball squads will stage an
afternoon o f exhibitions this
Friday, November 10, at 2:30 in
Alumni Hall. This exhibition will
be open to all students free of
charge and will be the first-look at
this year’s varsity squads for many
students.
This is how the exhibitions will
be run: the men’s varsity team
will scrimmage among itself for
approximately twenty minutes,
then the women will take the court
for about the same amount of

brought down after getting a few more tough yards.
Landers and Bigo once again
and Billy Christianson excelled as
both ran for over a hundred yards
the awesome Friar defense held
Bentley to only 182 total yards on
(117 each). Their success all year
offense.
has been remarkable for they are
Next week PC plays the Univer
gifted runningbacks, but credit
sity o f Lowell.
Lowell is
should be given to the offensive
undefeated and are ranked first in
line which has done an out
the country in club football. To
standing job opening holes and
get
to
the
Nationals,
PC
must win
providing downfield blocking on
this game. The two club football
those long runs.
P.J. Kelly
powers will play at Lowell on
completed four out of five passes
Sunday.
for nearly 100 yards. Chuck Fox

time. The two squads will alter
nate for about two hours. The
scrimmaging squads may not be
the starting lineups o f either
squad, but the play should give
PC hoop fans an idea of what to
expect in the upcoming season.
The scrimmages will be
followed by a reception in ’64 Hall
at 5:00. Coaches Gary Walters
and Tim Gilbride,' as well as
players, will be there to meet and
talk with students. Refreshments
will be served.
Englands last Saturday.

tenth and eleventh to finish the
race with just 27 points, one of the
lowest scores any team has
registered to win the event. Irish
man Ray Treacy finished first with
a time o f 24:12. About twenty
seconds later, Paul Maloney,
another Irishman, crossed the
finish line to take second place.
Maloney was followed closely by
senior Peter Crooke, an American
who hails from Long Island. Dave
Ball, a junior from Ireland,
finished tenth, while freshman
James Fallon, also from Ireland,
placed eleventh.
Treacy, who took the lead
around the one half mile mar, said
that the wet grounds slowed him
down a great deal on the hills and
made the footing especially
slippery and dangerous. “ How
ever, I felt confident about the
outcome for Providence all

Treacy’s victory made this the
seventh consecutive year that a
Friar runner has finished first.
Among the thirty schools that
entered the race, Providence was
the only Rhode Island school to
finish in the top ten. The Univer
sity of New Hampshire finished
second and Northeastern took
third. Now that PC has the New
England Championship captured
once again, they can concentrate
on the regional qualifying meet
for the National Championships.
This regional meet will take place
on Saturday, November 10, and
will once again be run over the
Franklin Park course. The first
three teams to place in this
qualifying race will go to the
National Championships, and
based on their performance in the
New Englands, Providence should
certainly be considered one of the

